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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this thesis is to examine asynchronous design as a possible
alternative to synchronous design. Asynchronous design promises better power
consumption and higher performance. In this thesis an asynchronous simulator capable of
predicting asynchronous system performance is designed. The simulator is based on a
probabilistic event driven model of asynchronous elements. The simulator is performance
oriented only, and thus is not capable of functional simulation or verification. It provides
a highly abstract view of the system. Using the simulator several design methodologies
were inspected and simulated for their performance. Particular attention is paid to
differences between synchronous and asynchronous methodologies. In addition several
current sensor techniques were examined as a possible way of implementing
asynchronous circuit completion detection.
The contribution of this thesis is definition of the reasons why the current sensing
is not a feasible way for completion detection, and the ability to predict the asynchronous
system behavior on an architectural level.
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Chapter 1:
Asynchronous Circuits: The
Promised Land
1.1 Introduction
In recent years the semiconductor industry has managed to consistently improve
the performance of its products. These improvements have come in two categories: the
semiconductor process; and the novel architectural design of digital logic. Semiconductor
process improvements allow the shrinking of transistors which permits an increased
number of transistors on the same area of silicon. These improvements allow the
architectural designers greater freedom and allow for designs of higher complexity.
However, increasing the number of transistors on a chip creates new challenges
that will have to be overcome in new designs. Two of these challenges are power
consumption and clock distribution. Each will need to be solved in order to move to the
next stage of giga-scale integration on a single piece of silicon.
1.2 Benefits ofAsynchronous Circuits
One technology that is promising to solve the dual problems of clock distribution
and power dissipation is asynchronous circuit design.
1.2.1 ClockDistribution
Asynchronous design eliminates clocks. The elimination of a clock within a
system both solves and creates new problems.
In current synchronous designs a centralized clock is responsible for
synchronizing all events. The synchronization of events greatly simplifies design and
makes it more predictable. Unfortunately it also creates problems of clock distribution,
power consumption and clock skew.
A clocked system needs to constantly charge and discharge the clock distribution
network. Because this network needs to trace to every flip-flop or latch in the system it is
inherently large and therefore has a large capacitance. Constant charging and discharging
of the clock distribution network creates heavy currents and therefore consumes
significant power. The constant presence of the clock signal is inefficient, because not all
units in a system need the clock at all times. For example clocking the floating-point unit
(FPU) in a processor is unnecessary unless the processor is currently performing floating
point arithmetic. However, even if a processor can disable the clock to some of its units,
as many modern processors do, it can only do so at a coarse level. No design can control
which register receives a clock and when, such a fine control would be inefficient.
Therefore at best the current modern designs can group related functional blocks together
and control all the clocks within these functional units.
In addition to power consumption, clocked systems face the problem of clock
skew. Having a large, capacitive network requires time for a clock edge to propagate to
all parts of the chip. This propagation delay is small, however as the clock speed reaching
1 GHz the percentage of the whole clock cycle which is taken up by the clock skew is
becoming significant. Having a large percentage of the clock cycle occupied by clock
skew degrades the performance of the system.
Asynchronous systems attempt to solve these problems by the elimination of the
clock altogether from the system. Since clock signals need to travel to all parts of the
chip, the clock period is limited by the propagation delay of the clock network. In
asynchronous design no such limitation exists. In addition, in asynchronous systems,
signals are time independent from all other signals within a system. This is not true in
clocked systems since all signals are dependent and must arrive at their destination before
the clock.
1.2.2 Power Consumption
Asynchronous systems promise to be more power efficient. Their efficiency is
mainly due to a lack of constant charging and discharging of the clock network. In
addition, asynchronous circuits are event driven and consume power only if an event
needs to be processed. If there is no event to be processed asynchronous circuits will stay
idle consuming leakage current only. On the other hand synchronous circuits perform
"null"
operations when they are idle.
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1.2.3 Faster Performance
In a synchronous system the clock period must accommodate the worst case
scenario. Most circuits within a system will perform better and finish within the clock
period most of the time. In addition the worst case delay might be rare, for example it
might occur in the processor only if a certain instruction is executed. If such an
instruction is rare the system is underutilized most of the time and could be running at a
higher frequency. Asynchronous systems do not suffer from these limitations since each
element within the system runs at its own pace.
1.2.4 Better Spectral Noise
Finally, asynchronous circuits offer better spectral noise. Synchronous systems
have a spectral noise with a large peak at the clock frequency. On the other hand the
noise in the asynchronous system is more even across all frequencies, this is mostly due
to lack of centralized control. [15]
1.3 Simulation ofAsynchronous Systems
To further investigate the above claims of performance gain a "Performance
Simulator"
was designed with asynchronous circuits in mind. This was named AsynSim
(Asynchronous Simulator) and attempts to predict the performance of a system by
simulating the flow of data through it. AsynSim is not a functional simulator, and thus
can not predict the correctness of the model. In addition AsynSim is a very high level
simulator and therefore can be used in the early stages of the system design to predict the
system's behavior before its implementation. The simulator is based on an event driven
system model described later in this thesis.
Chapter 2:
Event Driven System Model
An event driven system model is the basis for the asynchronous system. It is
sometimes referred to as a data flow model or data flow architecture.
2.1 Clocked Systems
In synchronous systems the clock is the driving force. During each clock cycle the
state of the system is known precisely. In fact the current state can be defined as the
current value of all latches as well as the current values of all inputs. Given a set of
known values for the inputs and for the latches there exist only one next state. Such
systems are well behaved, because each clock period creates a well-defined state. The
state machines in synchronous systems take advantage of this property and use it to direct
the flow of data through the system.
2.2 Event Driven Systems
Event driven systems on the other hand do not need a well-defined state. In fact a
well-defined state is a hindrance because it needs a global synchronizer such as clock.
Instead in an event driven system each functional unit has its own state, such as busy, or
ready. This state defines whether the unit is able to accept new input events. The current
state of an event driven system is defined by the location of the events within the system.
The advantage of such a system is that it only performs actions if there is
something to do and therefore only consumes power as needed. In addition an event
driven system is localized, since it only depends on the delays of its inputs and outputs
and not on the delay of the whole system.
2.3 Datagrams
In event driven systems the event refers to the presence of a new datagram on the
unit's input. The unit consumes the datagram package compromising several different
individual data elements. For example an ALU performing addition has a datagram
consisting of A operand, B operand and an addition directive. In addition a datagram
might contain routing information directing the result of the addition. Routing
information is necessary because event driven systems lack a global state that would
otherwise direct the output of the data. Instead the data needs to be able to route itself. A
datagram together with its location within the system represent the current state.
Datagram methodology is very different from synchronous design methodology
which usually has control and data separated. In asynchronous systems this separation is
not possible because of the lack of a current state of the system.
2.4 Data Flow Architecture
There has been a lot of research done in the are of data flow architectures. Two of
which are Petri nets and the data flow architecture for parallel programming as developed
by MIT [13]. Data flow architectures have the advantage of being decentralized, which is
exactly what an asynchronous system needs. Data flow architectures transfer control to
the data and its location within the system rather than to a centralized set of state
machines as is the case in synchronous systems.
Chapter 3:
AsynSim: The Asynchronous
Simulator
The idea behind the simulator is to allow a performance analysis of an
asynchronous system design. The simulator consists of a set of nodes and a set of paths
that interconnect the nodes. The performance is obtained by measuring the time it takes
for the system to process a set of tokens. During the processing of the tokens the
simulator takes into account the delays in the paths as well as the delays in the nodes.
3.1 Data Flow Simulation
Data flow simulation as presented in AsynSim allows only a very high level
simulation for use early in the design process. AsynSim is a probabilistic simulator;
therefore its output is non-deterministic. The power of the simulation is in running large
token sets which produce a statistical model of the system's performance.
3.1.1 Performance Simulation
The data flow simulation allows the designer to see the performance of the system
as defined by the current interconnection of the nodes and paths. The simulation is
focused on timing and data movement based on probabilities. The designer, from the
expected timing delays of the functional units specifies the probabilities. The simulation
is not highly accurate prediction of how the system will behave rather it is an average
prediction how the system will behave most of the time given the probabilities supplied.
3.1.2 Functional Simulator
The simulator is not a functional simulator since the description of the system is
of the highest level possible. Functional simulation on the other hand requires a highly
detail description. The idea of high level simulation is to perform simulations early in the
design process and to see how the data flow will behave before designing the
functionality of any of the individual nodes.
3.1.3 Architectural Simulation
The simulator does allow the verification of an architecture. It allows the
verification of deadlock avoidance. It can also show which nodes are over or under
utilized and thus aid in redesigning the system to redistribute the data flow.
3.2 Architecture
The AsynSim overall usage model is shown in Figure 3.1. It consists of a
topology file which describes the system under simulation as the set of nodes, paths, their
interconnections and a stimulus. Based on the topology file AsynSim then produces an
output file that is the simulation result.
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Figure 3.1: AsynSim usage model.
3.3 Topology
The topology file describes the system under simulation. For example in Figure
3.2 an asynchronous adder is shown. It consists of two inputs A and B and an output
Sum. In AsynSim topology, processing elements are called nodes and connections
between nodes are called paths. Therefore Figure 3.2 has three paths (A, B, Sum) and one
node (ALU).
Figure 3.2: Example of a node with paths.
3.3.1 Datagrams
Datagrams are packages of data, its state, and any other information that is
collected together and passed from node to node using a set of rules. When a datagram is
11-
generated on the output of a node it creates an event for that path. Similarly when the
datagram arrives at the end of a path it creates an event for the destination node to
process it. Datagram movements are responsible for events and the events they produce is
what drives the system. Datagrams observe the delays of nodes and paths as they travel
through the system. In AsynSim the datagram's location is represented by a token.
3.3.2 Nodes
A node in AsynSim represents a processing element. A node has one or more
inputs and one or more outputs. In addition a node has some delay associated with it.
When a datagram arrives on the node's input and generates an event, the node checks if
all of its inputs have a datagram waiting. If all inputs have datagrams waiting and the
node is free, then the node consumes all of the datagrams at once and proceeds to
calculate a new output datagram some delay later. Once the output datagram is generated
it then is passed to the appropriate output. The output is a function of the datagrams just
processed. The node remains in the busy state until the path at the output acknowledges
the receipt of the datagram.
3.3.3 Paths
Paths are responsible for moving datagrams around the system. They are the
delivery mechanism by which the system communicates. As this is an asynchronous
system the paths must also contain the handshaking protocol.
Each path has a delay associated with it representing the time it takes for the
datagram to travel from source to destination. Furthermore once the node consumes the
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datagram, the path is responsible for acknowledging to the source node that the datagram
has been passed on successfully.
3.3.4 Probabilistic DelayDistribution
To better approximate the delays in asynchronous systems, the delays in AsynSim
have a probabilistic distribution as shown Figure 3.3.
2.0 4.0 6.0
Time (ns)
8.0
Figure 3.3: Example of a probabilistic delay distribution.
In the example in Figure 3.3 the delay is never more then 8ns or less than 2ns,
while most of the time the delay is around 4ns. These kinds of dynamic delays can better
approximate what will happen in an asynchronous system. For example a ripple carry
adder might have a very long worst case delay which occurs when adding two numbers
that will cause the ripple carry to propagate through all of the bits. Such cases however,
are rare. It is more probable that only a few bits will generate a carry out and the carry out
will not propagate too far towards the most significant bit.
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3.4 Request /Acknowledge Communication Protocol
When the nodes are communicating with each other they must follow an
established protocol to ensure that no data is lost in the transmission. The protocol
followed in asynchronous systems is the request / acknowledge protocol.
Datagram
(A) Datagram
created, sent
together with
request.
(D)
Acknowledge
delay.
(E) Node 1
becomes free.
(B) Request /
Datagram
propagation
delay.
(C) Waiting
for Node 2
to become
Figure 3.4: Request /Acknowledge protocol.
Figure 3.4 shows an interaction between two nodes and how one datagram flows
from Node 1 to Node 2. In the upper part of the Figure 3.4 a physical interconnection is
shown. Node 1 has data lines shown by the thick arrow connecting it to node 2. Node 1
also has a request line connecting it to Node 2. Node 2 has an acknowledge signal
connecting it back to Node 1.
The lower part of Figure 3.4 shows a time representation of the event exchange.
First Node 1 generates a datagram and asserts the request line as shown in (A). The
datagram and request travel together along the path and after some propagation delay
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later they reach Node 2 as shown in (B). This delay is known as request delay within the
AsynSim. Once the request arrives at Node 2, Node 2 may or may not respond
immediately with an acknowledgement. The delay in (C) is dependent on what state
Node 2 is in. IfNode 2 is free then the response is immediate, if on the other hand Node 2
is in the middle of calculating a datagram or is itselfwaiting for an acknowledgement the
delay in (C) might be longer. At some point Node 2 becomes free and consumes the
datagram produced by Node 1 at which point it notifies Node 1 by the acknowledgement
shown in (C). The acknowledgement has to traverse the return path to Node 1 and is
delayed as shown in (D). Finally as Node 1 receives the acknowledgment it becomes free
and stops driving the datagram lines. The process described above is known as the
Request / Acknowledge Communication Protocol and is used in AsynSim.
3.4.1 Datagram Passing
AsynSim follows the Request / Acknowledge Communication Protocol in its
simulations of an asynchronous system. AsynSim allows the designer to define the
request and acknowledge delay. In addition there are a few other parameters which effect
the communication path which handle all of the requests and acknowledgements. Nodes
are only responsible for the consumption and generation of datagrams within the system.
3.4.2 Pipeline (1:1)
A pipeline is the simplest case of a data path. It involves a connection between
one originating node and one destination node.
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(A) Datagram
sent.
Nodel
(C) Node 1
becomes free.
Path Node 2
(B) Datagram
received.
Figure 3.5: 1:1 pipeline configuration.
Figure 3.5 shows the simplest configuration that AsynSim supports. A one to one
configuration is created between the sender and receiver. AsynSim handles this as a
simple request / acknowledge communication.
3.4.3 Split Pipeline (1:2)
AsynSim also supports a data path that has more than one destination. A split
configuration is created when a single node's output is connected to more than one
destination node.
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(A) Datagram
sent.
(C) Node 1
becomes free.
Node
2B
(B) Node not
ready, some
delay.
Figure 3.6: 1:2 split path configuration.
Figure 3.6 shows a single source node with two destination nodes. To make the
transition more interesting assume that Node 2A is initially free and Node 2B is initially
busy. When the request arrives at Node 2A, because Node 2A is free it is able to respond
immediately with an acknowledgment, while Node 2B requires more time before it
becomes free and thus incurs some delay as shown in (B). Node 1 does not become free
until it gets an acknowledgement from all of the nodes as shown in (C).
There exists an alternate mode of operation, in which the originating node waits
for only one acknowledgment and only one request is delivered, to the first node that is
free. This second mode of operation is known as First Free Delivery and is useful in
situations where two nodes can perform the same operations on a datagram and to
increase performance they are arranged in parallel. For example a CPU might have two
floating-point units. Submitting the same datagram to both would yield the same result
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twice and would keep both of the floating-point units busy. Instead the first free floating
point unit gets the datagram. This allows for parallel processing of data with can improve
overall throughput.
3.4.4 Merged Pipeline 2:1
Node
1A
(A) Datagram
IB sent.
(B) Datagram
1A sent.
(F) Node 1A
becomes free.
(D) Node IB
becomes free.
(C) Node 2 busy
computing
Datagram IB.
(E) Node 2 busy
computing
Datagram 1A.
Figure 3.7: 2:1 datagrammerge path.
It is possible for two nodes to talk to the same destination node. In such a case the
datagrams need to be synchronized to form a single sequential input to Node 2. AsynSim
supports this model and grants the acknowledgment to the first datagram that arrived.
After Node 2 has processed the first datagram it can process the second at which point the
second datagram is acknowledged.
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3.4.5 Cross Over Pipeline (2:2)
A cross over allows multiple sources to talk to multiple destinations. In this
configuration either each datagram is delivered to each destination node or the First Free
Delivery model can be adopted.
Node
1A \ Path /
Node
2
^Node
IB
Node
2
w
Figure 3.8: 2:2 Cross over.
The acknowledgement and request paths of the 2:2 cross over follow those of the
2:1 and 1:2 examples, or are simplified when First Free Delivery is used.
3.4.6 Path Buffering
Finally a special feature of AsynSim allows a buffered path. A buffered path
consists of one or more registers before the destination node. This register can latch the
datagram and send an acknowledgement to the source node even if the destination node is
currently busy.
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(A)
Is
Datagram
received. Node
becomes busy as
shown with thick line.
,nd
(B) 2 Datagram
received even though
node is busy. Datagram
stored in Register.
(C)
3rd
Datagram
received but not
acknowledged because
both resister and node
are busy.
Figure 3.9: Path buffering.
Path buffering allows better performance because datagrams can be
acknowledged faster and the time source nodes spend waiting for acknowledgements can
be minimized. More about path buffering in Chapter 4: Methods of Improving
Asynchronous Throughput.
3.5 Topology Description Language
AsynSim uses a description language similar to C to describe all nodes, paths, and
their interconnections. It also describes the delays within the system.
3.5.1 Syntax
The language is very flexible and should allow a description of almost all system
interconnections. The file begins with a declaration of all the objects, which must occur
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before on object can be further described. This prevents one from accidentally creating
new objects by the misspelling of an object's name. After the object declaration the
object's details are described. These details include delays, connections and special
behavior if any. An example of an AsynSim topology file with declarations is shown
below.
// Double slash is a comment.
//
// Path command lists all of the paths in the system
// Notice the ft-' on the end of the line.
Path{A, B, Sum };
// Similarly Node command declares node(s) .
Node {ALU};
Figure 3.10: Portion of a topology file declaring three paths (A, B, Sum) and a
node (ALU).
A sample ALU is built in Figure 3.2. The ALU node and its paths have been
declared and now the interconnections need to be defined as shown in Figure 3.11.
// ALU (Graphic is a comment) .
//
// -A->| \
// > ALU | -Sum-->
// -B->| /
//
// Declare the paths
Path (A, B, Sum } ;
// Declare the node
Node {ALU};
// Define the interconnections.
ALU{
in = {A, B},
out = Sum
};
Figure 3.11: Topology file describing an ALU.
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Figure 3.11 represents one of the smallest topology files that will successfully
pass through AsynSim. Of course this file will not simulate anything but it describes a
topology and shows the organization of a sample topology file.
3.5.2 Node
A node is a functional unit of an asynchronous design. A node can be in one of
the three states.
1) Initially the node is free to perform calculations. In the free state the node has no
pending input datagrams and is ready to start processing as soon as all of its inputs are
ready.
2) Once all of the inputs have a datagram present the node enters the busy state. In the
busy state the node is computing the result. This is the only time when the node is
being productive. A good design will attempt to keep the node in the busy state as
much as possible.
3) Finally, after the node computes the resulting datagram it places it on the output and
enters a waiting state. In the waiting state the node is not doing anything, just like in
free state, but unlike the free state the node is not allowed to accept inputs. This is
because the newly created datagram has not been accepted yet and if a new
calculation were started this datagram would be overwritten. A good design tries to
minimize the waiting state since a node needs to be kept productive.
In addition a node can have several other attributes that further describe its
behavior. Each attribute has an equal sign and a definition as shown Figure 3.12. The
delay descriptor is more complicated and is explained in more detail later in section 3.5.4
Delay.
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Object_Name{
Attribute = definition,
Attribute2 = definition2 ,
Etc.
};
Example:
A_Node {
in = inputPath, Or: in == {inl, out2 , etc.}
out = outputPath, Or: out = {outl, out2 , etc.}
Or: out = {outl :30%,
out2 :10%, etc.}
delay - (Delay descriptor)
};
Figure 3.12: Node attributes.
Below are the definitions and the functionality of all of the attributes that the node
declaration accepts.
3.5.2.1 in
The in attribute defines all of the inputs of the node. If there is more than one
input, they can be enclosed in curly braces.
3.5.2.2 out
The out attribute defines all of the outputs of the node. If there is more than one
output, they can be enclosed in curly braces. The output datagram from a node can be
assigned to one output only. By default if more than one output exists the datagrams
generated are assigned in a round robin fashion. If a random assignment scheme is
desired then each output can be qualified with a percentage probability. In that case the
datagrams are assigned at random in accordance with the probabilities specified. If
probabilities are used then all of the probability qualifiers must add up to 100%.
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3.5.2.3 delay
The delay attribute specifies the delay from the time the datagram is consumed
by the node until a new datagram is generated on the node's output. It represents the node
delay and is specified with a delay descriptor, the syntax for which is explained in section
3.5.4 Delay.
3.5.3 Path
A path is responsible for moving the datagrams from the source node to the
destination node. The request and acknowledgement delays define the communication
speed. After a node generates a datagram the path's destination node is notified of the
request some delay later. If the destination node is free to accept a datagram then it
consumes the datagram and sends an acknowledge signal back to the originating node.
Once that node receives the acknowledgment after some delay it is free to generate a new
datagram. The remaining attributes further define path behavior.
Object_Name{
Attribute == definition,
Attribute2 = definition2 ,
Etc.
};
Example:
A_Path{
req = delay,
ack = delay,
token = token_ initialization,
queueDepth = depth,
delivery = /anylall/
};
Figure 3.13: Path attributes.
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3.5.3.1 req
The req attribute defines a delay between the creation of the datagram in the
node and its arrival at the destination node. This time delay is usually defined as the
transmission delay of the path between two nodes.
3.5.3.2 ack
The ack attribute defines a delay from the time the datagram is consumed by the
destination node until the path delivers the acknowledgement back to the originating
node.
3.5.3.3 token
The token attribute allows the paths to be initialized with datagrams for
simulation. For further explanation and syntax refer to section 3.5.4
3.5.3.4 queueDepth
The queueDepth attribute defines the number of buffering registers for
datagrams in the path. Usually the path does not have registers associated with it. It is
possible for a path to have a simple register to latch a datagram and thus free the
originating node even if the destination node is not ready to a consume the datagram. By
default the queueDepth is 0 and therefore the path acts as a simple transmission line.
There is also a special value of infinity which creates an infinite number ofbuffering
elements.
3.5.3.5 delivery
The delivery attribute defines how the path behaves if there is more than one
destination. By default the value is all. This value specifies that every destination on the
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path receives one copy of the datagram. That is in the 1:2 configuration the two
destination nodes both get a copy of the datagram and must acknowledge it before the
source node can proceed with processing its next datagram. However, specifying the any
attribute for delivery tells the simulator to assign the datagram to the first available
destination (First Free Destination). This is useful when the two destination nodes are
identical and both can process the datagram in the same way. For example a CPU having
two floating-point units where the first floating-point unit to become free can process the
datagram.
3.5.4 Delay
In AsynSim the delays are not fixed, rather they have a probabilistic distribution.
The syntax for defining the distribution is based on a tree configuration with each node
having a delay range and a continuous probability distribution.
The simplest form of delay is a constant time as in Figure 3.14. Notice the
'ns'
following the time. The AsynSim understands following list of suffixes: sec, ms, us,
ns, ps, fs.
3 ns
Figure 3.14: Simple time delay.
It is also possible to define ranges of time as show in Figure 3.15. Note the
distinction between square bracket '[' and parenthesis ')'. A square bracket implies that
the associated end point of the specified time is included in the range, while a parenthesis
implies that its associated end point is excluded from the time range. From the example in
Figure 3.15 the AsynSim will randomly generate numbers from 3ns (inclusive to less
than 5ns, but not equal to 5ns). The distribution between these two boundaries is linear.
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[3 ns, 5ns) // space optional
Figure 3.15: Time delay range.
It is also possible to construct any delay distribution from a piecewise linear
summation ofmany smaller ranges as shown in Figure 3.16. A percentage that specifies
the likelihood of a number within that range being chosen follows each linear range.
Please note that all percentages must add up to 100% for each delay distribution.
{
[3 ns, 5ns) :20%,
[5 ns, 6.5ns) :80%
Figure 3.16: Piecewise linear delay distribution construction.
Finally, piecewise linear delay construction can have multiple levels of delay
ranges as shown in Figure 3.17. In the first level the delay is divided into a 20%
probability from 3 ns to 5 ns and an 80% probability in two ranges with their own
percentages. Notice that the outer percentages add up to 100% (20% + 80%) and the
second level percentages also add up to 100% (40% + 60%). Of course there is no limit to
how many levels a delay definition can have.
{
[3 ns, 5ns) :20%,
{
[5 ns, 4ns) :40%,
[4 ns, 6.5ns) :60%,
}:80%
Figure 3.17: Multilevel piecewise linear distribution construction.
Using combinations of many small linear regions any delay distribution can be
constructed and simulated.
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3.5.5 Token Initialization
When simulating a design in AsynSim it is necessary to introduce datagrams into
system at specific times to simulate the throughput of the system. In AsynSim datagrams
are called tokens. The difference between tokens and datagrams is that a datagram carries
data to be processed, while token is just a placeholder. AsynSim is not a functional
simulator and therefore does not perform any kind of operations on the data (in fact data
is absent from the simulations), instead the focus is on how fast these datagrams move
through the system. Therefore in place of datagrams AsynSim uses tokens.
Token initialization comes in two forms. Absolute initialization is a list of tokens
to be inserted at the given specific times. The other form is of sequential token streams.
An example of absolute initialization is shown in Figure 3.18. First at 3ns
tokenl is introduced into the system. Then somewhere between 4ns and 5ns a second
token token2 will be introduced. Notice that time specifications are in the delay
notation introduced in 3.5.2.3 delay.
{
name @ delay,
name @ delay,
etc.
}
Example:
{
tokenl @ 3ns,
token2 @ [4ns, 5ns]
}
Figure 3.18: Syntax for absolute token initialization.
Initialization of tokens as a sequential stream is shown in Figure 3.19. Note the
square brackets for inclusive and parentheses for exclusive time intervals. The definition
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in Figure 3.19 will generate tokens fast_l, fast_2, etc. at a rate of 2ns. At the same
time slow_l, slow_2, etc. is generated at a rate of 15 to 25ns.
{
}
name [from, to] every delay,
name (from, to) every delay,
etc. . .
Example:
{
fast [1,100] every 2ns,
slow (0,10] every [15ns, 25ns]
}
Figure 3.19: Sequential token initialization.
3.5.6 Topology example: A Simple CPU
To better explain how the individual parts of AsynSim work together a simple
CPU design is shown in Figure 3.20.
Instruction fetch:
85%: hit 5ns
15%: miss 15ns
Op. queue:
Depth 5 inst.
Req/Ack: Ins
20%: l-2ns
20% : 2-5ns
50%: 5-1Ons
10-50ns
Memory
Queue depth:
infinite
Result queue:
Depth 5 results
Req/Ack Ins
Write back:
85%: hit 5ns
15%: miss 15ns
Figure 3.20: Simple CPU topology.
The CPU of Figure 3.20 is represented in AsynSim topology language in Figure
3.21.
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// Declare the objects 5ns:85%,
Path{Fetch, Operation_ALU, 15ns: 15%
Operation_FPU, Result, },
Memory} ; in = Result,
Node {Decode, ALU, Float, out = Memory
WriteBack} ; };
Decode { Fetch {
delay = 2ns, token = {
in = Fetch, lnst[0, 1000] every {
out = {Operation_ALU:80%, 5ns:85%, 15ns:15% }
Operation_FPU : 2 0% }
};
}
};
ALU{ Operation_ALU {
delay = { queueDepth = 5,
[Ins, 2ns) : 20%, req = Ins,
[2ns, 5ns) : 20%, ack = Ins
[5ns, 10ns) : 50%, };
[10ns, 50ns] : 10%
} Operation_FPU{
in = Operation_ALU, queueDepth = 5,
out = Result req = Ins,
}; ack = Ins
};
Float {
delay = { Result {
[2ns, 5ns) : 15%, queueDepth = 5,
[5ns, 15ns) : 25%, req = Ins,
[15ns, 50ns) : 50%, ack = Ins
[50ns, 100ns] : 10%
}
in = Operation_FPU,
};
Memory {
out = Result queueDepth = infinite.
}; req - Ins,
ack = Ins
WriteBack { };
delay = {
Figure 3.21: Simple CPU implemented as an AsynSim topology file.
3.6 Output
After executing a topology file, AsynSim returns the simulation results. The
simulation results are divided into three categories. The Event Transcript shows all of the
communications delays and datagram transactions that have taken place. Path Status
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shows which paths have tokens waiting in them. And finally Node Status shows the
utilization of the nodes. These results give the efficiency of a particular architecture while
performing the desired operations and indicate where the bottlenecks are.
To demonstrate the results of the simulation the topology file of Figure 3.21 was
used.
3.6.1 Event Transcript
The first part of the simulations consists of a transcript of all of the events. When
a datagram is passed from a node to a path and then to a node during each transition, a set
of requests and acknowledgments are generated. Each request and acknowledgment can
be seen in Figure 3.22, the event transcript, where the first 10ns of transactions are
shown.
5 ns
REQ.recieve (lnst_0) : #Initialization# -> Fetch
Start (Decode) : lnst_0
7 ns
Done (Decode) : lnst_0
REQ.send(Inst_0) : Decode -> Operation_ALU
8 ns
REQ.recieve(Inst_0) : Decode -> Operation_ALU
ACK.send(Inst_0) : Operation_ALU -> Decode
Start (ALU) : lnst_0
9 ns
ACK. receive ( Ins t_0) : Operation_ALU -> Decode
10 ns
REQ.recieve ( Ins t_l ) : #Initialization# -> Fetch
Start (Decode) : Inst_l
Figure 3.22: AsynSim Even Transcript results.
To better understand the transactions refer to the graphical representation in
Figure 3.23.
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Node Free
Node Busy
-j NodeWaiting!
Fetch
REQ(Inst_0): NULL ->Decode
5ns!
u
REQ(Inst_l): NULL -> Decode
10ns
Figure 3.23: Visual time representation of the Event Transcript results.
The transcript has four events that it reports. These events are described in detail
below. A time stamp is listed as the first piece of information. Following the time stamp
are one or more events. All events listed occurred at the time given by the last time
stamp.
3.6.1.1 REQ
REQ stands for request. There are two kinds of request events. REQ . send
denotes a request being sent from a source to a destination node. After some delay a
REQ.recieve event is received by the destination node. The two events create the
chronological boundaries of the request transaction. The request event is then followed
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by a token name in parentheses. Finally a source and destination node is listed indicating
where the request originated and its intended destination.
3.6.1.2 ACK
ACK stands for acknowledgment. It behaves and its syntax is identical to that of
REQ, the only difference is that it is a acknowledgment event following the request.
3.6.1.3 Start /Done
When a node receives a datagram represented by a token it initiates the processing
of the datagram. A Start label marks this initiation. Similarly, once the result is
completed, the event is marked by a Done label. Each label is followed by the name of
the associated node and the current token name.
3.6.2 Path Status
After all of the events are processed and reported in the transcript, the simulator
displays the current status of its paths and nodes.
An abbreviated path result is shown in Figure 3.24. This was obtained by
simulating the topology in Figure 3.21.
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Fetch {
QueueDepth = 0
TokenQueue {
}
Output {
}
}
Memory {
QueueDepth = Infinity
TokenQueue {
1. Inst_0 . Acknowledged, Not Consumed, From=WriteBack, To=NULL
2 . Inst_l Acknowledged, Not Consumed, From=WriteBack, To=NULL
1000. Inst_998 Acknowledged, Not Consumed, From=WriteBack, To=NULL
1001. Inst_999 : Acknowledged, Not Consumed, From=WriteBack, To=NULL
Output {
}
Figure 3.24: Sample path status.
Each path is identified with a name and two sets of curly braces that denote the
beginning and the end of the path results. Inside the curly braces each path lists
QueueDepth, TokenQueue and Output.
QueueDepth is the value that was defined in the topology file.
TokenQueue is a list of tokens that the node currently holds. The number of
tokens in the token queue will never exceed the queue depth as defined above. Each
token is further described as to whether it has been acknowledged or consumed and its
source and destination are given. If a path has more than one input, then it is possible to
have two tokens in the queue, but if the receiving node is busy then the tokens will not be
acknowledged.
Output is a list of outputs that currently hold a token. A token would be present
on the output only if it is ready to be processed, but the destination node is either blocked
or is waiting on other inputs.
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3.6.3 Node Status
Finally the status of each node is listed as shown in Figure 3.25.
WriteBack {
Busy Time = 6475 ns . 74.3011%
Blocked Time 2002 ns 22.9731%
Idle Time 237.54 ns : 2.72579%
Idle
Input {
}
Cu
Result :
}
Not Ready
rrent time = 8714.54 ns
Figure 3.25: Sample node status.
As mentioned before a node can be in one of three states. During Busy Time the
node is performing useful calculations. This is displayed as the total amount of time spent
performing calculations and also as a percentage of the whole simulation time.
Similarly, Blocked Time shows the amount of time the node was not doing
anything but was not ready to accept a new datagram because an output datagram was
waiting for an acknowledgment.
Finally, Idle Time describes the amount of time the node has spent waiting for
inputs.
Following the busy times, the node's current status is displayed as either Idle,
Busy or Blocked.
Lastly, the node displays information about its inputs. Each input is listed along
with information on any input datagrams.
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3.7 Simulating Synchronous Systems
AsynSim was designed to simulate asynchronous architectures. However, it is
possible with some modifications to the topology file, to simulate a synchronous system.
The introduction of a clock might be useful in comparing otherwise identical
synchronous and asynchronous systems.
To demonstrate the ability to compare the synchronous and asynchronous circuits
refer to the sample asynchronous pipeline shown in Figure 3.26.
Path A Nodel PathB Node 2 PathC
Figure 3.26: Asynchronous pipeline.
This pipeline can be modified to simulate a synchronous system, as shown in
Figure 3.27.
Clock
Path A ^
I*
Path B
^Nodel Node 2 PathC^w ? ?
Figure 3.27: Modified pipeline to support a clock.
The clock introduced in the Figure 3.27 acts to synchronize the inputs at the
nodes. By scheduling regular tokens on the clock line each node will synchronize its
inputs allowing for synchronous simulations.
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Chapter 4:
Methods of Improving
Asynchronous Throughput
An asynchronous simulator allows a better understanding of the behavior of a
system. It locates the bottlenecks and shows the efficiency of the current design. It allows
the designer to understand the design's behavior before the details are worked out, thus
allowing the savings ofmany man-hours.
4.1 Synchronous vs. Asynchronous
In an asynchronous system there are new design methodologies to be explored.
The most important thing to remember is that an identical asynchronous design will be
slower than its synchronous counterpart. This is due to the additional delay incurred by
the acknowledge handshaking that is not present in synchronous designs. For this reason
the asynchronous designer must design his system to take advantage of intrinsic
properties of asynchronous systems.
To better illustrate the delay signals introduced by handshaking refer to the
example of three-stage pipeline in Figure 4.1. To simplify the example suppose that in
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both the synchronous and asynchronous systems the node delay is Ins and that the
communications delay is also Ins.
Clock Synchronous Asynchronous
Ons
Ins
2ns
3ns
4ns
5ns
6ns
7ns
8ns
J*A u-. ^^ ^'^ ^ B ^ C ^
ll 1 | |
1
1
1
2 1 |
xSs.l i2 r\. i
3 2 \l
i
^c_.. L. .. %
4 | 3 \2 3 t^l^
r
1
1
1
\ * ^^ 12
ft ^-^ 1
5 \ 4 b 11 - ^% T\
^* Request / Transmission
^Acknowledgement
- Node free
Node busy
Node waiting
Figure 4.1: Acknowledgment penalty.
The effective delay in Figure 4.1 (Synchronous) is 2ns, Ins for computation and
Ins for communication delay. Thus a pipeline with a 2ns clock would have an effective
throughput of one computation every 2ns.
The effective delay in Figure 4.1 (Asynchronous) is 3ns, Ins for computation plus
Ins for communication / request delay and finally Ins for the acknowledgment. Thus an
asynchronous pipeline will have an effective throughput of one computation every 3ns.
The example in Figure 4.1 demonstrates how the acknowledge signal in
asynchronous systems degrades systems performance. This is a significant problem as
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digital circuits become more densely packed, as the same factors that cause clock skew
delay will cause communications delay. In today's VLSI technology, a combinatorial
block consumes a small percentage of the overall time delay. The biggest delay in digital
circuits comes from communication delay.
There are however some properties of asynchronous circuits upon which a
designer can draw to increase the performance of the system. The most important of
which is that the delay of the asynchronous system is dynamic and is rarely the worst
case delay around which synchronous digital systems have to be designed. In addition,
the lack of a centralized synchronizer allows for localized efficiencies.
4.2 Pipelines
The following section will simulate several pipeline configurations in order to
show how changes to the system architecture affect its performance. Table 4. 1 shows the
underlying assumptions used in all of the simulations.
Parameter Value
Number ofpipeline stages 3 stage (A, B, C)
Communication delay Ins (Data, Transmission, Acknowledgement)
Node delay 0.5ns - 3ns (3ns worst case)
Table 4.1: Pipeline parameters.
Node A NodeB NodeC
Figure 4.2: Pipeline representation.
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4.2.1 Synchronous
First a simulation of the synchronous system of Figure 4.2 will be analyzed. Since
the worst case delay is 3ns and the communication delay is Ins the Pipeline clock can at
best be run at 4ns. This gives the pipeline a throughput of one computation every 4ns. To
improve the performance of this pipeline the designer would have to decrease the worst
case delay of the nodes or the communication delay.
4.2.2 Asynchronous
Designing the same exact pipeline as an asynchronous circuit will yield a 3ns
worst case delay, Ins communication delay and Ins acknowledge delay. This puts the
maximum pipeline throughput at one computation every 5ns. The asynchronous pipeline
is Ins slower than its synchronous counterpart. To improve the performance of the
asynchronous pipeline, suppose that the node completion signal will not be set to 3ns but
rather will be dynamically computed. Then the delay through each node will be
somewhere between 0.5ns and 3ns. This will allow the pipeline to perform faster. To
determine how much an AsynSim simulator of the topology file in Appendix A. 1.1 was
run using 1,000 tokens to obtain a probability distribution. The AsynSim results can be
seen in Appendix A. 1.2, and a summary is provided in Table 4.2.
Parameter Node: A Node: B Node: C
Node idle 5.24ns: 0.12% 219.8ns : 5.06% 559.37ns : 12.88%
Node busy 1727.39ns : 39.76% 1756.98ns : 40.45% 1784.21ns : 41.08%
Node blocked 2610.95ns: 60.11% 2366.77ns : 54.49% 2000ns : 46.04%
Total Time Total Tokens Throughput Performance
4343.59ns 1000 230M_tokens/sec 4.34ns
Table 4.2: Performance summary for an asynchronous pipeline.
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In Table 4.2 note that the utilization of the nodes is only 40% in each case. This is
rather poor since the nodes are computing results less than half the time. The simulation
shows that Node B spends 54% of the time blocked. That means that more than half of
the time the node is free to compute a new result but is not able to because the next stage
has not acknowledged its previous result.
Even with the dynamic delay of the nodes the asynchronous system is still slower
than the synchronous counterpart due to the acknowledgement delays and inefficient
token passing.
4.2.3 Buffered Path
To improve the performance of the asynchronous pipeline a buffered path is
introduced as shown in Figure 4.3.
S
'5b
Oi
Node A
"5b
Oi
NodeB
'5b
Oi
NodeC
Figure 4.3: Asynchronous pipeline with buffered paths.
The register is able to latch the data and send an acknowledgement to the previous
stage even if the next stage is currently busy performing a computation. The results of
this simulation can be seen in Table 4.3. Please refer to Appendix A.2.1 for topology file
and Appendix A.2.2 for the AsynSim results.
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Parameter Node: A Node: B Node: C
Node idle 15.06ns : 0.39% 48.56ns : 1.26% 82.3462ns: 2.13%
Node busy 1776.14ns: 46.04% 1753.7ns : 45.46% 1775.18ns : 46.02%
Node blocked 2066.34ns : 53.57% 2055.27ns : 53.28% 2000ns : 51.85%
Total Time Total Tokens Throughput Performance
3857.53ns 1000 260M_tokens/sec 3.86ns
Table 4.3: Performance summary for an asynchronous pipeline with path
buffering.
With the use ofbuffered paths the asynchronous pipeline in this instance was able
to perform better than its synchronous counterpart. Note that the communication delay is
Ins for a request and Ins for an acknowledgement, a total of 2ns for the round trip. For
over 1000 tokens that is a delay of 2000ns. As you can see all the nodes were blocked
just a bit longer than 2000ns each, showing the increased efficiency of the buffered path.
In the case of the non-buffered path described previously, the communication delays
were as much as 2600ns or 600ns over the minimum possible.
4.2.4 Dual Path Buffering
To further decrease the communication delay, an additional register can be placed
at the output of the source nodes and before the path as shown in Figure 4.4. This register
will latch the data output by the source node with a minimal delay and will proceed to
deliver the datagram to the destination node, thus releasing the source node from the
communication delay block. Please refer to Appendix A.3.1 for the topology file and
Appendix A3.2 for the AsynSim simulation results.
i_ t-
Node </>
* '5b ^
Node
-
BA w too
Oi Oi
Figure 4.4: Asynchronous pipeline with dual path buffering.
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Parameter Node: A Node: B Node: C
Register A Register B Register C
Node idle 12.5059ns : 0.56%
225.766ns : 10.04%
43.2246ns : 1.92%
224.691ns : 9.99%
66.1508ns: 2.94%
249.318ns : 11.08%
Node busy 1789.64ns : 79.56%
0ns : 0%
1754.4ns : 78.00%
0ns : 0%
1785.07ns : 79.36%
0ns : 0%
Node blocked 447.168ns : 19.88%
2023.55ns : 89.96%
451.693ns: 20.08%
2024.63ns : 90.01%
398.094ns : 17.70%
2000ns : 88.92%
Total Time Total Tokens Throughput Performance
2249.32ns 1000 445M_tokens/sec 2.25ns
Table 4.4: Performance summary for an asynchronous pipeline with dual path
buffering.
In essence the introduction of registers allows parallel processing of both the data
communication by the path, and the data calculation by the node. The same buffering of
the communication lines can also be done in the synchronous pipeline. The addiction of
the registers would allow the clock to be decreased from 4ns to 3ns, but the bottle neck
would still be the worst case node delay.
These simulations assume that the additional delay introduced by the registers is
relatively small in comparison to the other delays in the system. If the delay is relatively
significant then it has to be incorporated into the model, which might change its
performance.
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Chapter 5:
Asynchronous Circuit
Completion Detection by Current
Sensing
In order to take advantage of dynamic node delay a way of detecting the node
completion is needed. One possibility that was investigated was to detect the current
consumed by the node.
5.1.1 Function Generation
Function generation consist of combinatorial logic which performs some sort of
calculation on its input data, a register to latch input data and a method of detecting the
completion of a calculation as shown in Figure 5.1. A start signal latches the data in the
input register. Latching new input data causes the combinatorial logic to calculate a new
result. Finally, the completion generator detects the completion of the calculation and
asserts the done signal.
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Data In
a
Pi
e
o
Q
Completion
Generator
Combinatorial
Logic
Data Out
?
Figure 5.1: Function generator.
5.1.2 Handshaking Logic
Handshaking logic is responsible for ensuring that data is moved from one
functional block to the next in a predictable manner. There are many ways to implement
handshaking logic, however their interfaces usually follow that ofFigure 5.2.
Req In Req Out
Ack Out
Handshaking
Logic
w
Ack In
^ ^
1
I
Figure 5.2: Handshaking logic.
5.2 Completion Signal Generation by Current Sensing
CMOS circuits have the very useful property of only consuming power during
switching. This power consumption comes from the charging and discharging of signal
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lines. Therefore, if a combinatorial logic block is not consuming power, its computation
is complete and a completion signal can be asserted.
It is important to remember that the leakage current in CMOS logic is several
order of magnitudes smaller than that of the charge and discharge currents during
switching.
5.2.1 Completion Detection by Current Sensing
To detect whether a combinatorial logic block is consuming power, two current
sensors are needed as shown in Figure 5.3.
Vdd
_
A "NDone ^
I
Data In
Current
Sensor
I
CMOS
Pull Up
CMOS
Pull - Down
l
Current
Sensor
Data Out
?
Figure 5.3: Current sensors for completion detection.
CMOS as its name suggest is complementary logic and thus uses complementary
pull up and pull down logic to realize each function. A change of output signal level will
be associated with the charge or discharge of output data line(s) and any parasitic gate
capacitance(s) associated with then. The charging or discharging current will be detected
by one of the two current sensors.
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5.2.2 Probabilistic Distribution ofDelays
The delay through a given combinatorial block is dependent on the preceding
input. For example, an input of 11 will have a different propagation delay through
combinatorial logic block depending on the previous value present at the input prior to
the current input value. The delay might be zero if 1 1 was preceded by 1 1 but Ins if it
was preceded by 01. A change from a known initial input to a given new input will result
in predictable delay (given that all other parameters e.g. temperature are constant).
However, in normal operations one rarely knows what the initial input was. For this
reason, it is better to talk about the delay through the combinatorial block as having some
probability distribution. An example of a functional block's delay distribution is shown in
Figure 5.4.
0.0 2.0 4.0 6.0
Time (ns)
8.0 10.0
Figure 5.4: Probabilistic delay distribution of functional block.
In the example illustrated by Figure 5.4, a synchronous system would have to be
clocked at a rate of 9ns or longer in order to satisfy the worst case delay. However, the
worst case delay occurs only about 2.5% of the time. In all other cases, the delay is less.
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A clock driven system cannot take advantage of this dynamic delay and must always be
clocked at the worst possible delay. This leaves most of the combinatorial logic blocks
idle for most of the time, instead ofbeing utilized for computation [2].
In an asynchronous model, each node runs at its own pace. Therefore, the average
delay through the node is the weighted sum of the probability distribution of the delay. A
system designed with dynamic delays through its nodes will run faster on average than a
system that is slowed to the worst case delay of the slowest node. Finding an efficient
way to detect the dynamic time delay is essential for designing asynchronous circuits that
can outperform their synchronous counterparts.
5.3 Measuring the Current Sensor Quality
Before discussing possible current sensors, it is important to define a set of
metrics against which one can measure their quality. An ideal current sensor should
exhibit the following properties.
5.3.1 Voltage Drop
Voltage drop across an ideal current sensor should be zero. A voltage drop of
greater than zero will cause power dissipation since P=VI. In addition, the voltage drop
will lower the operating range of the CMOS circuit, which will in turn lower the
switching speed.
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5.3.2 Capacitance
Capacitance of the ideal current sensor should be zero. High capacitance will
filter out higher harmonics in the current spikes that occur during CMOS gate switching
and thus make them invisible to the current sensor.
5.3.3 Sensing Delay
Once the current starts flowing through the current sensor, there exists a delay
before the current sensor detects the current flow. This delay should ideally be zero.
5.3.4 Recovery Time
The assertion of the completion signal will be delayed with respect to the end of
current flow. Ideally this delay should also be zero.
5.3.5 Max Current
The maximum current that a current sensor can supply before the voltage drop
across it will become unacceptable. The voltage drop can never be higher then one half of
the power supply voltage since there are two current sensors.
5.3.6 Voltage Drop per mA
Increasing the current through the current sensor will result in an increased
voltage drop across it. Ideally, this voltage drop should be OV/mA.
5.3.7 Quiescent Current Consumption
Finally, the quiescent current consumption should be zero. Otherwise, the circuit
will consume power even if the sensor is not signaling current flow.
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5.4 Different Types of Current Sensing Circuits
Three fundamental current sensing techniques will be presented below. Each of
these sensors approach the ideal sensor in different ways, but all try in some way to
convert current flow to voltage.
5.4.1 Basic Current Sensors
A simplest and probably the most efficient way to convert current into voltage is
through the use of a resistive element as shown in Figure 5.5(a).
VDD
H H
M,w M,
(a) V (b) V (C)
^~
Figure 5.5: Current sensors based on (a) Comparator (b) BJT (c) Currentmirror
A BJT transistor can be used to detect the current flow by amplifying the current
and converting it to a voltage through the resistor as shown in Figure 5.5 (b).
Finally, a FET current sensor based on a current mirror is shown in Figure 5.5 (c)
[4].
5.4.2 DC Analysis ofCurrent Sensors
To compare the behavior of the three current sensors presented above please refer
to Figure 5.6.
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Res k BJT FET
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1
Current (mA)
1.2 1.4 1.6
Figure 5.6: Voltage vs. current DC response of current sensors.
The BJT configuration is very close to that of an ideal current sensor. It lacks,
however, a good recovery time due to base emitter junction saturation. This can be partly
solved by adding a Schottky diode. A secondary problem is that standard CMOS digital
processes either lack or only have poor BJTs, and always lack a Schottky option.
However, in simulations the approximation to an ideal current sensor was relatively good.
The FET current mirror has several advantages over a simple resistor. The most
important one is that the voltage drop across Mi has a quadratic instead of linear
relationship to the current. Unfortunately, to obtain somewhat desirable characteristics of
the current sensor the Mi and M2 transistors have to be relatively large and consume
expensive chip real estate and large transistors have a large capacitance [4].
Finally, a resistor although simple is far from ideal. Voltage drop per mA is
directly proportional to the resistance of the resistor. This suggests that a small resistor
value needs to be selected. However, because the current is small a large resistor is
desirable in order to improve the sensitivity. Lastly, the comparator consumes a constant
quiescent current.
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5.4.3 Current Sensor with Feedback
It is possible to improve the DC characteristics of a current sensor by combining
the sensors above with an active element and feedback to limit the voltage drop across it
as shown in Figure 5.7.
H
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1
a s a
a. u w
^"
V out
Figure 5.7: Current sensor with feedback.
The improvement gained from adding a switching element to sink heavy currents
can be seen in the DC analysis of a current sensor with feedback in Figure 5.8.
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Figure 5.8: Voltage versus current DC response of an active current sensor.
It is clear that current sensors with feedback have much better DC characteristics
than their non-feedback counterparts. The response can be divided into three regions.
First in the Passive Response the DC characteristics are identical to those of the non-
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feedback current sensor. Once the current sensor detects current flow a switching element
is turned on as can be seen in the Feedback Region. Finally the switching element
saturates and the plateau is broken as shown in the Saturation Region. By modifying the
properties of the passive current sensor and the strength of the active element, one can
control the characteristics of any of the three regions.
5.5 Current and Capacitance Distribution
It is important to understand the resistance and capacitance of the power
distribution network before implementing a current sensor attached to it.
5.5.1 Power Consumption
In CMOS logic, there exist a smallest possible power consumption during
switching. This power consumption occurs when the smallest element such as an inverter
driving another inverter changes state as shown in Figure 5.9.
A |\ B
Figure 5.9: Minimal switching current consumption configuration.
The change of state will cause the inverter "A" to discharge the capacitance of the
input gates of inverter "B". The current flowing thorough inverter "A" as a function of
time will look similar to Figure 5.10. The actual width and the height of the power spike
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will depend on the technology. In 0.5pm 3.3V technology the spike reaches about 2mA
and last only about 40ps.
Current Consumption of Inverter "A"
B Vin A Vout 0 Current
0*
20 40 60 80
Time (ps)
100
* 0
120
Figure 5.10: Current consumption of an inverter.
From the graph in Figure 5.10, it can be concluded that the current sensor has to
be able to detect a current below 2mA acting for less then 40ps. In reality, the current
sensor has to be much more sensitive for the following reasons.
5.5.2 Capacitor / Resistor Network Distribution
Unfortunately, because of the parasitic capacitance and resistance of the power
lines the current at the sensor is not the same as the current at the transistor draining the
current. Figure 5.11(a) helps clarify why this is.
M
-TH
12 3 4 5
\
zmri
M2 M3 MU M5 M
2 3 4 5
J LJ L
C2j> ^3^ C4^ C5J
R-2^ K3^ ^4^ R>5^
c
(a) 4 Power supply ^ JPower supply /^-T
Figure 5.11: (a) Transistor schematic (b) Power distribution net (c) Simplified.
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The power distribution net in Figure 5. 1 1(b) shows a model of the power grid for
the transistors in Figure 5.11(a). Each power line has some transistor drain to bulk
capacitance as well as the capacitance and resistance of the line supplying the power.
Transistor Mi is switching and is modeled by the current source. The power grid model
can be simplified as shown in Figure 5.11(c) by adding the resistance and capacitance
together.
In the simplified power distribution model of Figure 5.11(c) it becomes apparent
that the nodes create a voltage divider. Since current is directly proportional to voltage
the current that the current sensor has to detect is only a fraction of the original current
drawn by the switching transistor. Obviously, this is temporary since eventually the
capacitor will discharge and all the current will flow through the current sensor.
However, given the high switching speed of the transistor, the parasitic capacitor will
supply most of the current. Using a voltage divider equation one can determine that the
current passing through the sensor is approximately 1/n that of the original current drawn
by the switching transistor.
This means that in order for the current sensor to reliably detect even the smallest
transition it has to be able to detect the peak current of the minimal transition divided by
the number of transistors being monitored. Because of this current degradation, only a
limited number of transistors can be connected to each current sensor. Since a current
sensor consumes significant silicon real estate, the designer must place as many gates per
current sensor as possible, which in turn requires a very sensitive current sensor.
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5.5.3 Quiescent Current Consumption
A current sensor is composed of an element that converts current to voltage. The
voltage is then amplified to achieve the desired current sensor sensitivity. The voltage
amplifier is not an on off device, rather it draws a constant quiescent current. The amount
of current drawn is somewhat proportional to the speed of the amplifier. This is a
significant problem since asynchronous designs are required to draw as little current as
possible.
5.5.4 Effects of Gain Bandwidth Product
Both the current sensor and the CMOS gates use transistors with similar
parameters since both of them are fabricated on the same silicon. For this reason, it
makes sense to assume that the gain bandwidth product of a gate and that of a current
sensor amplifier are within a similar range. Gates have a relatively small amplification
since they are optimized for speed. A current sensor on the other hand has a relatively
large amplification since it is optimized for sensitivity. Therefore, the current sensor is
inherently slower than the switching speed of the gate. This is manifested as a delay
between the current event and the assertion of the completion signal. In the simulations
performed on a 0.5pm 3.3V process, this delay was quite significant. Table 5.1
summarizes the results.
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Parameter Value
Process 0.5pm
Supply voltage 3.3V
Minimal current event 2mA
Minimal current sensitivity of current sensor 60mA
Quiescent Current 0.1mA
Full adder 1-bit delay 0.3ns
Current sensor assertion delay 1.5ns
Recovery time 2ns
Table 5.1: Current sensor simulation reults.
Table 5.1 shows an average of many different current sensor configurations that
were tested (see Appendix B: Current Sensors for details). The functional logic block
used was an optimized 1-bit slice of an adder. The delay introduced by the current sensor
is several times that of the functional block. Having a single current sensor for the whole
n-bit adder is not possible because of the current division effect mentioned previously.
5.6 Time Delay Due to Long Signal Lines
In today's CMOS technology, FET transistors introduce a delay on the order of
tens of picoseconds. Cascading n transistors in sequence to implement a functional block
will produce approximately n times the delay of an individual transistor. Significant delay
is however also introduced by the signal distribution lines [8]. Analysis of a distributed
RC transmission line shows that for every doubling of distance the signal delay
quadruples [8]. This exponential signal delay has far more impact on the performance of
a chip than the delay of a functional block [8].
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Asynchronous systems have another problem in comparison to their synchronous
counterparts. In synchronous systems, a signal must travel from the input latch through
the functional block and along a signal line to the next functional block. In far-separated
functional blocks, the signal transmission introduces most of the delay. A designer
ensures that even for the worst case delay the signal will arrive at the destination input
latch before the next clock transition. In asynchronous systems signals must also travel
the same distance back to the originating functional block to deliver the acknowledge
message. Therefore, in asynchronous systems the transmission delays are approximately
twice of their synchronous counterparts. This keeps the functional blocks busy for a
longer period [5].
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Chapter 6:
Conclusion
There is no doubt that in the future digital design will have to move away from
the synchronous circuits of today. Today's synchronous circuits simply consume too
much power to be the driving force behind tomorrow's hand held technology.
Decentralized control of the system also holds great promise since clock distribution
skews are a significant problem in synchronous designs, another area where
asynchronous technology holds great promise.
AsynSim allows the designer to experiment with different system architectures
and to measure their performance. All of this can be done with a minimal investment in
determining the design's details. AsynSim allows the evaluation ofwhat if scenarios the
results of which allow the designer to isolate the critical paths of the system and try
different system architectures.
The current sensing technique looked like a good method of detecting the
completion of a functional CMOS block, however upon closer examination it has several
problems. The largest of which are the long timing delays it introduces and the limited
number of CMOS gates that it can monitor. Unless radical new current sensing
technology is invented which would have to be both fast and small, it is unlikely that
CMOS current sensing holds any promise for asynchronous circuit completion detection.
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Appendix A:
AsynSim:
Source Files / Simulation
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Appendix B:
Current Sensors Schematics
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B.l CMOS Spice File
.MODEL CMOSN NMOS LEVEL=3 PHI=0. 700000 TOX=9 . 6000E-09 XJ=0.200000U TPG=1
+ VTO=0.7118
+ DELTA=2.3060E-01 LD=2 . 9830E-08 KP=1 . 8201E-04
+ UO=506.0 THETA=1.9090E-01 RSH=1 . 8940E+01 GAMMA=0.6051
+ NSUB=1.4270E+17 NFS=7 . 1500E+11 VMAX=2 . 4960E+05 ETA=2 . 5510E-02
+ KAPPA=1.8530E-01 CGDO=9 . 0000E-11 CGSO=9 . 0000E-11
+ CGBO=3.7295E-10 CJ=6.02E-04 MJ=0 . 805 CJSW=2 . 0E-11
+ MJSW=0.761 PB=0.99
* Weff = Wdrawn Delta_W
* The suggested Delta_W is 3.5700E-07
.MODEL CMOSP PMOS LEVEL=3 PHI=0. 700000 TOX=9 . 6000E-09 XJ=0.200000U TPG=-1
+ VTO=-0.9016 DELTA=4.2020E-01 LD=4 . 3860E-08 KP=4 . 1582E-05
+ UO=115.6 THETA=3.7990E-02 RSH=9 . 0910E-02 GAMMA=0.4496
+ NSUB=7.8780E+16 NFS=6 . 4990E+11 VMAX=2 . 313 0E+05 ETA=2 . 8580E-02
+ KAPPA=9.9270E+00 CGDO=9 . 0000E-11 CGSO=9 . 0000E-11
+ CGBO=3.6835E-10 CJ=9.34E-04 MJ=0.491 CJSW=2 . 41E-10
+ MJSW=0.222 PB=0.90
.MODEL CMOSND NMOS LEVEL=3 PHI=0. 700000 TOX=9 . 6000E-09 XJ=0.200000U TPG=1
+ VTO=-0.7118 DELTA=2.3060E-01 LD=2 . 9830E-08 KP=1 . 8201E-04
+ 00=506.0 THETA=1.9090E-01 RSH=1 . 8940E+01 GAMMA=0.6051
+ NSUB=1.4270E+17 NFS=7 . 1500E+11 VMAX=2 . 4960E+05 ETA=2 . 5510E-02
+ KAPPA=1.8530E-01 CGDO=9 . 0000E-11 CGSO=9 . 0000E-11
+ CGBO=3.7295E-10 CJ=6.02E-04 MJ=0.805 CJSW=2.0E-11
+ MJSW=0.761 PB=0.99
* Weff = Wdrawn Delta_W
* The suggested Delta_W is 3.5700E-07
.MODEL CMOSPD PMOS LEVEL=3 PHI=0. 700000 TOX=9 . 6000E-09 XJ=0 . 200000U TPG=-1
h- VTO=0.9016 DELTA=4.2020E-01 LD=4 . 3860E-08 KP=4 . 1582E-05
+ UO=115.6 THETA=3.7990E-02 RSH=9 . 0910E-02 GAMMA=0.4496
+ NSUB=7.8780E+16 NFS=6 . 4990E+11 VMAX=2 . 3130E+05 ETA=2 . 8580E-02
+ KAPPA=9.9270E+00 CGDO=9 . 0000E-11 CGSO=9 . 0000E-11
+ CGBO=3.6835E-10 CJ=9.34E-04 MJ=0.491 CJSW=2 . 41E-10
+ MJSW=0.222 PB=0.90
.MODEL CMOSD D IS=6e-18, RS=16 CJO=20e-15 TT=12N BV=100
.MODEL CMOSSD D
+IS=8.77154e-05 RS=0. 0202145 N=2 EG=0. 815312
+XTI=3.9995 BV=100 IBV=0 . 005 CJO=l . Oe-17
+VJ=0. 79108 M=0. 475554 FC=0.5 TT=0
+KF=0 AF=1
.MODEL CMOSDB D IS=6e-15, RS=1 . 6 CJO=20e-14 TT=12N BV=100
.MODEL CMOSNPN NPN BF=120 BR=2 VAF=35 IS=6e-18
+ TF=10e-12 TR=5e-9 RB=400 RC=100 RE=40
+ CJE=5e-15 VJE=0.8 MJE=0.4
+ CJC=5e-15 VJC=0.6 MJC=0.33
+ CJS=20e-15 VJS=0.6 MJS=0.33
.MODEL CMOSPNP PNP BF=50 BR=3 VAF=30 IS=6e-18
+ TF=650e-12 TR=5e-9 RB=200 RC=20 RE=10
+ CJE=14e-15 VJE=0.7 MJE=0 . 5
+ CJC=5e-15 VJC=0.6 MJC=0.33
+ CJS=40e-15 VJS=0.6 MJS=0 4
Figure B.l: CMOS spice file.
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B.2 Measurement ofCurrent Spikes in an Inverter
To better understand what actually happens when a single transistor changes state
a three CMOS inverters are shown on next page. The first inverter acts as a driver for the
middle inverter under observation. The middle inverter then drives a load of a single
inverter. The current drawn from VDd and GND power network is shown -on the
following page. The circle highlights the current spikes of interest. Note that for every
rising transmission the inverter drives current from the Vdd while falling transitions
cause a current spikes on GND power line.
The current spikes generated are about 1mA at peak and last for about lOOps.
There must be two current completion sensors capable of detecting these spikes on both
of the power lines. Finally both of the current detection spikes must be ordered to a single
completion signal.
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B.3 BJT Current Sensor
A possible way of detecting a current completion is using a BJT transistor as
shown on the next page. The Schottky diode prevents the transistor from saturation and
thus gives a better recovery time. The FET transistor in parallel with the BJT acts as an
active element in draining current away from the base.
The current sensor was simulated for both a DC sweep characteristics shown on
the following page, and an AC time response to different current pulses shown on
successive page.
This sensor is relatively fast, but has a large voltage drop and no standard CMOS
process can produce BJTs and Schottky on the same die.
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B.4 FET Current Sensor
A possible way of detecting a current completion is using a FET configuration is
shown on next page. The sensor consists of a passive FET element with the gate tied such
that the transistor is always on, and an amplifier. The amplifier is responsible for turning
the small voltage fluctuations on the passive element into the done signal on the output.
The current sensor was simulated for both a DC sweep characteristics shown on
the following page, and an AC time response to different current pulses shown on
successive page.
The disadvantage of the FET current sensor is its slow response and recovery
time.
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B.5 Inverter Transitions
A current sensor was connected to a inverter to detect its transitions as shown on
the next page. The simulation shows transition detection on every edge of the inverter
change.
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B.6 Current Sensor as a Clock Driver
The next page has an example of a asynchronous counter. The counter consists of
a latch, adder, and a current sensor for the completion detection. Once the adder has
completed the current sensor generates a clock signal and causes the latch to latch the
new data. The new data is then placed on the input of the adder. The adder then adds one
to the result by having its carry in tied high.
The resulting simulation can be seen on the successive page.
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Appendix C:
AsynSim Source Files
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